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1 Introduction

1.1 The Initiative

1.2 This Brochure

1.2.1 WHAT IT CONTAINS

This brochure contains a list of The Whys - Why atlantis° or one of its sub-initiatives are needed.

1.2.2 THE REASON

The "Whys" serve as a reasoning framework from which the "Mattas", the "what matters" - the objectives , can be defined.

Bundling the The Whys in a separate brochure allow them to be shared, to be updated and be referenced to.

1.2.3 STATUS

This brochure serves as a collection place for the reason why.

As of Nov. 2022 it is just a seed, starting to grow.

1.2.4 STYLE AND WHO IT IS FOR

The style used in this brochure is more of a technical, project language type. 

It is for individuals, from different walks of life, who want to contribute to the initiative or who are looking for answers.

1.2.5 CHANGES

1.3 Symbols / Speak

atlantis° is about upgrading humanity to a new conscious awareness. Of the reality we breath in, of the culture we live, in how we create. Of
wrapping the earth in a collective consciousness. It is an initiative to empower humanity, to support its development and enable a different

type of growth on this planet.

Changes please to:

Editor team email: docs@rrise.org

Within this document words are used as a symbol for a thought, a concept, an idea. Due to the limitations of our language, some symbols have

multiple meanings, with visual and perhaps "negative" emotional anchors. An example is the word "God" - For some it is the divine, for others

it is an old man on a throne who throws people into hell. There are also concepts which the Egi - the chatter box within - also called the Ego or

innervoice which is constantly on air -will not like. Depending on your cultural background, your religious upbringing, your education or
experience, these concepts might cause the Egi to provoke a strong negative reaction within you. Please remember this whilst reading, to

look past the symbol for the contextual meaning, to read the document from a neutral point of view without judgement, with equanimity.

Follow your intuition or gut feelings.

mailto:docs@rrise.org


1.4 Other Resources

OTHER DOCUMENTS

The following documents might be of interest:

Title ItemID Team Link

atlantis° - Conceptual en it11013064 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Why en it11013066 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Objectives en it11013068 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Services (Shorts) en it11013063 coWorld link

atlantis° - Scopes en it11013067 coWorld link

atlantis° - Wishlies en it11013072 atlantis°Today link

r°Rise - Core Directives en it11013019 r°Rise link

r° - Awareness en it11013065 cverse°Center link

co°ism - Elementals en it11013071 almasis link

where "en" = English, "de" = German.

WEB RESOURCES

atlantis°Today: The magazine - The front face of atlantis°. https://atlantis.today

r°Some: For information about the (awe) rsome r°, r1 and r2 mindset shifting. https://rsome.org

coWorld: Coordinating services for atlantis°. https://coworld.org

https://atlantis.today/items/it11013064
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013066
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013068
https://coworld.org/items/it11013063
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2 General

2.1 Another way?

The Egi (Ego) driven possessive world has not been very successful in creating a loving world. 

The prevalent society culture is based on lack and angst. Would shifting the awareness to abundance improve the world?

There are indicators that it would: The UR ( = the original) thought concepts of Buddhism and Christianity are pointers in this direction, and

that communities that live in abundance are happier.

2.2 Missing topics

There are no "save the earth", "sustainability" or similar topics. People who are more in the r2 state are more loving in their relationship to
nature and the earth. It can be assumed that they will be attuned to environmental issues. atlantis° focus is in changing the way people live

and in being.



3 The Whys

3.1 Shifting awareness

3.2 Supporting the feeling of abundance

3.3 Symbol for extended mindset

3.4 Job-Loss

3.5 Rising sea levels / Relocation

3.6 Interacting with the divine

3.7 Cleaning

People are not aware that there is another reality around us - that of perceived abundance, which we call r2.

An abundant environment facilitates the transition to a permanent r2-stateful living. Building environments such as communities with

a high percentage of r2-individuals or where cash is not needed, can support this transition faster.

The definition "mindset" is limited to the mind. A new term for the extended mindset, with integration of the body, of the systemic, is

"seinset" - "Sein" is the German word for "be".

The self-value of a person is often related to a persons job. With the forthcoming automation/artificial-intelligence revolution, main

jobs will disappear challenging the self-value of a person. Shouldn't we start now helping people to find their self value?

Due to the global temperature rise, causing the ice caps to melt, thousands of islands will disappear under the rising sea levels.

Thousands of communities will be displaced with the possible destruction of their cultural communities. What can be done for these

communities? How can this cultural heritage be saved for the human race?

Creating sea based communities offer possibilities for the creation of Conscious Cultural Communities.

They also offer a different environment for those who are transitioning to r2 who want to live differently.

Asking for guidance.

Cleaning of emotional ballast on a large scale within the systemic.



3.8 Intuition

3.9 Comfort Metaverse

3.10 Living possibilies for r2

3.11 Missing Self-Love

3.12 Disappearing cultures

3.13 Order effect

3.14 r2 relationships

r2 relationships are different to Egi (Ego = possessive/angst) based relationships (which we call r1). Sex, the reason "why?" changes. New

solutions/awareness are needed

3.15 Health

3.16 Living

3.17 Community living experience

3.18 Convergence of religions

3.19 Experiencing life to the full

Training of managers to use their intuition.

People will be staying at home with the metaverse. Loose contact to reality.

r2'er need living possibilities - shared living

Reason for nationalism.

Todo

People expect relationships to be similar to ordering a pizza- loss of reality

Health is partly associated with stress, the emotional world. Topic cleaning, alternative healing.

The need to experiment with other forms of living and the influence on a persons or community mental health.

Global sharing of experience

Religions are a source for hate, Egoism, war, destruction. We need new thought concepts to help religions come together

(convergence).

One of the reasons we, as a soul, are on this planet is to experience life. Doing things creates 'experience' Sharing experiences with

others enhances the experience. Staying at home watching TV is not exactly what we as higher souls would want. TODO We need a

word for this whole thing as a soul of getting experience, of collecting "media artifacts" including emotions, like a holiday photo book.


